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Indigenous affairs minister Senator Amanda Vanstone took a break on 31 May from 
some punishing weeks on the immigration side of her portfolio to show a surprising 
and welcome official openness to indigenous experience abroad.  She told the 
National Reconciliation Workshop, 
 
The experience and the length of contact [in USA and Canada] between 
Indigenous people and Western society is different in many respects from the 
Australian experience.  But we can learn from them and we shouldn’t forget 
that they can learn from us.  Our new conversation needs to include these 
other countries.  We should be open to new ideas. 
 
Indigenous policy began as an international ‘conversation’, of course, in the age of 
empires from c. 1500.  Much later it became a dirty little secret of national authorities, 
whether in ruined Arctic villages in the Soviet north, Danish Greenland pre-1940s, 
Canada’s mid-north, or remote Australia, it suited many liberal reformers quite well to 
keep the people out of sight and out of mind.  The era of indigenous internationalism 
or cooperation begun in 1973 with the Arctic Peoples Conference in Copenhagen, and 
World Council of Indigenous Peoples in 1975 (including Australia and New Zealand 
indigenous representatives), pushed the issue into wide world forums again.  Many 
countries, including late Soviet and then democratic Russia, USA, etc. now found that 
it was bearable because all had experienced such similar problems and inadequate or 
unforeseen policy results.  Now the Arctic Council enables Russia, America, Canada, 
and the Nordic five countries, and associations of indigenous peoples from within and 
across borders, to discuss common problems, from global issues like climate change 
to community needs. 
 
The Minister is in luck, bookwise.  New in print is An Indigenous Parliament?  
Realities and Perspectives in Russia and the Circumpolar North, edited Kathrin 
Wessendorf (IWGIA, Copenhagen), a fine book of comparative studies of indigenous 
political and policy reforms in the Arctic Council countries.  These countries have had 
the most extensive and relevant experience of politico-administrative reform vis-à-vis 
Australia, in addition to New Zealand. 
 
Peter Russell’s Recognizing Aboriginal Title, a study of Australia’s Mabo context, 
impact, and implications, with sections comparing developments here with those in 
USA, Canada, and New Zealand, was published in July by University of Toronto 
Press.  This is a very significant book which will be much discussed and mulled over 
in Australia when it arrives here. 
 
Already there are many studies and reports available in Australia but they require 
some reading readiness.  For instance, many good people whether of Right or Left or 
Centre avoid foreign experience.  In extreme cases, as in northern territories, they 
even claim to be unique.  Usually the dynamics between resource frontier 
jurisdictions and indigenous peoples are all too predictable, similar, banal.  Many 
readers, on Left as much as Right, again, want their own case or national history to be 
special, comfy, cosy, even when fits of genocide are being considered.  This is not a 
view held by indigenous peoples, of course, although as the least educated part of the 
community, some may find the relevance of faraway continents hard to grasp. 
 
When ethno-national feelings, or quests for distinct identity, start to excuse crimes or 
inhumane policies whose grim social impacts are all too evident around us, as with 
the treatment of indigenous peoples, we all need to wake up.  Some Australians, 
unlike the public in other countries I know, abuse calls for reform as ‘self-loathing or 
‘self-hatred’.  Au contraire, reformers want their country to be the best possible, a 
greater source of pride. 
 
I have my own ideas about what Australia might best learn from North America in 
indigenous policy, but have no desire to spoil a rare moment when the usual Canberra 
rhetoric is still and something intelligent has been said by a minister.  The most 
valuable things in Canadian experience for Australia may be the most intangible – the 
recognition of integrity and legitimacy of process as essential for quality product, 
whether new community infrastructure or a regional government constitution; the 
recognition of indigenous identity, community, cultures, and autonomy within a 
largely European-peopled federation. 
 
Canada has also had strong political leadership at the national level on indigenous 
affairs for many decades now, from the early 1950s when the Liberals and 
Conservatives moved into Northern Canada with strong purpose and Diefenbaker 
recognised Indian political rights.  Without such leadership and persuasion, especially 
vis-à-vis recalcitrant provinces, the results might have been very different.  Even here 
in Australia a progressive premier like Queensland’s Peter Beattie breaks no ground 
and dodges other footing in the indigenous chapter of his new and presumably 
forward-looking autobiography, Making a Difference. 
 
Whether or not the public cares deeply about indigenous people, governments have 
strong reasons to make them more aware.  If working and middle classes really no 
longer care about more than the kitchen, kids, and garage, then they need to be 
reminded that isolating a minority with so many grievances is playing with fire. 
 
As Peter Russell has previously stated in Arena (Arena Magazine No. 30; Arena 
Journal No. 15), his studies of the evolution of Australian politics and history vis-à-
vis Canada convince him that just as the historic accommodation of French- and 
English-speaking peoples shaped Canada’s past and present, so Australian relations 
with indigenous peoples are the great ‘national issue’ for Australia. 
 
Unluckily Ms Vanstone’s words on North America also contain this gem, ‘When we 
search for those new ideas, we won’t find any silver bullets – there are no simple 
answers.’  Let us hope the time of bullets is past and that an ever-too-effervescent 
minister just bubbled over.  After all, Rome wasn’t built in a day. 
 
*** 
